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1 ABSTRACT 
ODIS (Omni Directional Inspection System) is a remotely controlled mobile robot capable of 
inspecting underneath automobiles for Nuclear, Chemical, and Biological threats including 
bombs and contraband [Ram03]. The vision sensor is extremely important to the function of 
this robot since it provides vision for the operator. Initially, ODIS was equipped with a 
relatively low-resolution video camera that limits the robot operator's ability to recognize 
threats. Being an UGV (unmanned ground vehicle) used for under vehicle inspection, ODIS 
required a higher resolution video camera and still camera to better evaluate threats and to 
provide the ability to zoom in and capture images for documentation. The purpose of this 
project is to research and find the best affordable solution for the resolution problem and 
allow complete wireless control of the robot. The solution involved adding a wirelessly 
controlled camera to ODIS with communication controlled with a two-laptop Winsock 
configuration. 
2 INTRODUCTION 
2.1 BACKGROUND 
In recent history, it has become necessary to find better and safer means to prevent terrorist 
attacks on military bases, government facilities, or any place where a large number of 
civilians gather. Vehicles contain many places that terrorists might exploit to conceal and 
transport instruments of destruction into these places. In order to counter this problem the 
government commissioned different companies and university laboratories to develop a robot 
that would be capable of traveling beneath vehicles and detect any hazardous materials that 
may be hidden. ODIS was one of the robots explicitly developed for this purpose. 
Figure 1. ODIS with plastic protective casing. 
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It was designed to be close enough to the ground to go under most vehicles, and to move in 
any direction that would be required of it [Ram03]. A video camera and lighting system 
were attached to the robot that would send back data wirelessly to a control being used by an 
operator. This camera did not receive optical data at a high enough resolution for accurate 
analysis by a human guard. An improved solution was needed. 
2.2 PROPOSED APPROACH TO SOI.lUTION 
The purpose of this project is to design a visual sensor brick that will operate as an 
independent system yet primarily function well with ODIS. The challenge lies in making a 
visual sensor brick that can fit easily into a small compartment of ODIS, wirelessly transmit 
data, and able to be controlled remotely. This system is being developed so that upon 
receiving the data from the sensor block the operator will be able to make decisions on 
conserving the image for future reference and for documentation. The design supports a 
modular feature that allows for plug and play functionality for the sensor brick also allowing 
compa~ibility between other robots and vehicles. This type of design allows the robot to have 
multiple sensors independently or simultaneously functioning. 
3 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 INITIAL ABSTRACT DESIGN 
The initial goal for this task was for data acquisition through a sensor brick primarily 
designed for use with ODIS. The task would be implemented using a high-resolution digital 
still camera capable of acquiring detailed information primarily for under vehicle inspection. 
The visual sensor brick would also aid in the guidance and performance of the robot. This 
sensor brick would be self-contained making it independently functional even when 
unattached from the robot. This visual sensor brick will contain four different blocks: 
1. 	 Data Acquisition Block - the actual sensor. 
2. 	 Data Preprocessing Block - preprocessing function. 
3. 	 Communication Block - transmit data to the central unit (laptop). 
4. 	 Power Supply Block - supply a separate power source for the entire visual sensor 
brick allowing this to be a stand-alone device capable of functioning for several 
hours. 
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Figure 2. Visual representation of visual sensor brick. 
3.2 PROJECT DESIGN PROCESS 
3.2.1 Camera Selection 
During the project implementation process many problems had appeared, some of these were 
easy to resolve. The first digital camera for onboard use was the Casio Exilim EX-S2. It was 
small enough to fit in the designated region in ODIS; however the minimal focal point, 
resolution, and zoom of this camera did not fit the necessary specifications [ES203]. The 
second camera considered was the Casio Exilim EX-Z3. It had a better zoom, resolution, and 
focal point, but it did not provide software written for it that allowed it to be controlled 
wirelessly [EZ303]. The Canon A-80 Powershot included an SDK (software development 
kit) that could be modified to allow us to control the zoom, focus, and other features without 
direct contact of the camera [CPS04]. Because of the struggles in finding a way to 
communicate wirelessly with the camera, the Concord eyeQ Bluetooth Digital Camera was 
also considered. It had the necessary size to fit onto ODIS and a lower price than the other 
cameras, but its focus, resolution and zoom features did not meet the necessary specifications 
[Con04], Also the range of the Bluetooth cameras wireless signal was only 30 feet. Thus the 
Canon A-80 Powershot was chosen for this project. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3. (a) Canon A80 Powershot. (b) Concorde eyeQ Bluetooth Camera. 
(c) Casio Exilim-S2. (d) Casio Exilim-Z3. 
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3.2.2 Wireless Considerations 
In order to remotely control the robot, which is essential in most of the applications for 
ODIS, proper wireless communication was necessary. Four options for communication were 
considered and explored. First Bluetooth was recommended and considered which would 
allow for a simple wireless connection. Bluetooth communicates on a frequency of 2.45 
gigahertz due to an international agreement and uses a low power signal, to limits 
interference with other signals [Blu04]. A Bluetooth network adapter was found which had a 
range of 100 meters, but after consulting experts this device proved to be unusable [BeI04]. 
The main reason for this decision was that the Canon camera's hardware was not developed 
to function with Bluetooth technology. 
Figure 4. Belkin Bluetooth USB Adapter. 
Next a programmable transceiver, TRF6901, was considered, but several problems were 
encountered. These problems faced included availability, lead-time, and lack of technical 
information about the camera's USB communication necessary for realistic reverse 
engineering. One possible means to reverse engineer the transceiver was to use multiple 
oscilloscopes and find the USB protocols for the laptop and the digital camera; however this 
would have been very inefficient and time consuming with no promises of success. 
Figure 5. TRF6901 Transceiver. 
A third lead pointed at the Keyspan USB Server as a possible product to obtain the wireless 
requirement. This item was released toward the end of the class period, and clearly stated 
that USB audio and video products are not compatible with this release [Key04] though this 
is new technology and will likely improve soon. Specifications or technical support on this 
product were unavailable. Thus implementing the Wi-Fi transmission was not possible. It 
seemed unwise to invest in a product that probably would not work for the project. 
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Figure 6. Keyspan USB Server. 
An 802.11 b wireless network, the final option, was then explored. The 802.11 b is an 
extension of the 802.11 IEEE specification for over-the-air wireless communication. It 
provides an 11 Mbps transmission in the 2.45 Ghz band. It implements a direct sequence 
spread spectrum transmission technology [80204]. This is available at the University of 
Tennessee through the NOMAD wireless LAN system. 
The Vnivexsity of Tennt$s,e, Knoxville 
""~ '!Mr~m!..AN ~ap _~ !1!'1f1flT 
Figure 7. Wireless LAN Map for The University of Tennessee. 
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3.2.3 Client and Server Choice 
The 802.11 b option was the clear choice for the applications. The communication system 
design was very simple; it includes two conlputers and the wireless network. One computer, 
the server, would be connected to the camera, and the other computer, the client, would host 
the user interface. It was desired that the client computer should be very small, such as a 
PDA, in order to fit onto ODIS. Both the server and the client would have programs that 
communicate using Winsock. 
bisdnS802.11, 
Netwolk 
Computer 
cattra (Server) 
laptop 
(Client) 
Figure 8. Block Diagram for Wireless Network. 
The camera's SDK only compiles code for Windows 98IME/XP so the SDK programs can 
only be executed on computers that use one of these operating systems. Most PDA's use 
Windows CE or another embedded operating system and only a very small number of PDA 
sized computers are currently being developed for use with Windows XP and these are 
currently very expensive, well beyond the budget of the project. Due to these problems, a 
PDA would be inlpossible to inlplement for this project; therefore a two-laptop system was 
chosen. 
3.3 FINAL SOLUTION 
3.3.1 Wireless Communication 
Winsock is a programming tool designed to facilitate communication between two computers 
on a network. A client can connect to a server using the server's IP address, and then each 
computer can send or receive text strings until the Win sock connection is closed. A recei ved 
text string can be used in a control statement to execute a specific set of instructions; the way 
the remote shutter release is implemented illustrates this concept. After the Winsock 
connection is established between the client and the server, the user may take a picture by 
clicking the appropriate button on the client application [MDN04]. This sends the text string 
"release" to the server. The server receives this string and associates it with the set of 
instructions designated for taking a picture. It then begins execution. 
Since a laptop can use any of the operating systems that the SDK compiles for, this became 
the only reasonable solution for the client computer. A laptop is rather large and will not fit 
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into a small enclosed brick or even into the allotted space in ODIS by itself. When smaller 
computers become affordable, they can be easily substituted for the larger laptop and placed 
into a small sensor brick fitted for ODIS. 
3.3.2 The Camera 
The Canon Powershot A80 has many features that make it appropriate for this project. The 
resolution of pictures taken with this camera is 4.0 Mega-pixels, the optical zoom allows for 
closer viewing of objects without loss of resolution, and this camera has the ability to focus 
on objects that are very close to the lens. One problem we encountered with the camera is 
that the focus distance cannot be set to an exact value. When controlling the camera with the 
SDK, the programmer has the option of setting the camera' s auto focus distance setting. This 
setting defines a range that the camera will scan. The camera automatically chooses a focus 
distance within the specified range. Four ranges are made available by the SDK and the 
documentation does not numerically define these ranges. 
Figure 9. Camera Focused on Object 2.75 in. Away. Also Illustrates Field of View. 
3.3.3 Software 
The software for this project was developed in three stages. The first stage was to create a 
simple user interface. The second stage was to make this user interface a client and server 
application to be used with Winsock. The third stage was to add functionality for camera 
controls. 
3.3.3.1 User Interface 
To create the user interface a sample program was extensively modified. This program 
provided video and remote shutter release both very useful functions, it also contained many 
other controls that were unnecessary for the application. These unnecessary controls were 
removed from the application. This involved removing them from the dialogue box and then 
removing their event handlers. An event handler is a portion of code that dictates what the 
program does when a button is used in the dialogue box. The original program included 
controls to save a picture as a thumbnail or a full sized picture, also choose whether to save 
the picture on the camera or on the computer. These were among the application redundant 
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controls that were removed. Once removal was completed, more useful functionality was 
added such as focus and zoom control. The SDK provides functions for changing the auto 
focus distance setting to four different values. Four "radio" buttons were added to the 
dialogue box and event handlers were added to send the auto focus distance setting to the 
camera. A zoom controller was the next thing added. For this function, a slider control was 
chosen and placed on the dialogue box. The event handler assigned to this function required 
some calculations. It obtains the current position of the slider, uses the SDK to obtain the 
current position of the zoom on the camera, divides these numbers and multiplies the 
quotient by the maximum zoom for the camera. This calculated number is used as an 
argument in the SDK function that actually sets the new zoom position. 
Figure 10. Program User Interface. 
3.3.3.2 Client and Server Application 
The SDK itself cannot interact with a camera connected to a different computer. This makes 
the goal of a wireless still camera seem impossible however; that was not the case. One 
computer, the server, can use the SDK and the data that is needed on another computer, the 
client, can be transmitted through a socket. Video and picture information are some of the 
things that can be transmitted over the socket. The finished user interface was used as a 
reference and a starting point in the creation of the client and server programs. Two copies 
were made of this interface each made into a separate project. One was called "client" while 
the other was called "server". 
3.3.3.3 Adding Functionality 
The first task was to make the server accept and recognize commands from the client. The 
event handlers for the connect buttons on the client and server were modified to initialize and 
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facilitate socket communication. Now, when the "connect" buttons are clicked on the client 
and server programs, a connection is established between the two computers and the server 
enters a "while" loop. The "while" loop was added along with a series of if statements to 
continually receive commands from the socket and choose what portion of code to execute 
based on the identity of that command. Commands on the socket are in the form of text 
strings that are sent by the client. For instance, the user may click the "video" button on the 
client. The client sends the string "video" across the socket. The server receives this string 
in the "while" loop. If the string is equal to "video" then the proper code is executed to 
transmit video to the client, if not then the string is identified in other "if' statements. 
After this basic command system was established work began on adding picture-taking 
abilities. The event handler for taking a picture on the client was deleted. This event handler 
previously contained SDK functions, which cannot be used since the client is not directly 
connected to the camera. Code was added to send the command "release" to the server when 
the user clicks on the button. On the server after the proper "if' statement, code was added 
that executes the SDK function for taking a picture. This function can only store the picture 
on the same computer which absolutely needed to be sent to the client. This was done by 
adding code in the server program to determine the file size and by using file 10 functions to 
store the entire file in a text string buffer. After adding the necessary socket functions, the 
file size and string buffer containing the file are sent to the client. The event handler in the 
client program was modified further to receive the file size, string buffer, and convert the 
string buffer into a file with similar file 10 functions. Now the picture is allowed to be sent 
and stored on the client. 
Before more functionality was added it became apparent that one socket connection was not 
enough. A new socket connection was made specifically for the picture transfer operations 
and later more sockets were added to implement other functions. Having multiple sockets 
allowed different types of communication to occur simultaneously. 
The most difficult function to add was the video. On the original sample program, the video 
operations ran on a separate thread which allowed the video to run while other functions 
could be executed at the same time; for instance, a user could take a picture while looking at 
video output. Steps were taken to add similar properties to the client/server programs. The 
event handler for the video button on the client program was again deleted and rewritten to 
send a command to the server to initialize video. The code below the proper "if' statement in 
the server program now initializes a thread to send video frames. The thread is created 
suspended and does not resume until it receives a frame of video. While the thread is waiting 
to be resumed, the SDK function for receiving video frames from the camera is called. This 
continuously receives video frames and stores them in a buffer used in a callback function. 
The callback function originally converted the data in the buffer to a bitmap. The function 
was modified to store the data in a buffer for use by the thread. Code that resumes thread 
execution was added, just after the portion of code that stores a video frame in a buffer. In 
the original program this thread is what displayed the video on the screen. The code for the 
thread was modified to take the video frame buffer, add a header to it, and send it to the 
client through the video socket connection. The need for a header will be explained later. 
On the client, two threads were added. One thread receives the frames over the socket. The 
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other thread stores the raw data in a bitmap struct after the proper conversions, and then 
displays it. 
The video was very hard to debug. Most problems came from thread synchronization. A 
programmer must ensure that a thread does not try to access information that another thread 
is simultaneously accessing. Threads must be resumed and suspended at the proper time. 
The debugging program in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET was not very helpful in identifying 
the location of synchronization problems. To solve the problem the programmer simply had 
to try suspending and resuming the threads in different places. 
Another problem was made apparent in the later stages of development. Earlier, the server 
and the client were both connected to the network directly through a cable. This yielded a 
very low loss of data. Near the end of the project the programs were tested with the server on 
a wireless network connection. Frames of video began to be displayed wrong. The client 
was receiving only pieces of raw data it had received through the socket. Because the data 
was incomplete as they were converted to bitnlaps they were displayed as completely random 
arrangements of colors. These frames manifested themselves in the video as flashes of 
random colors. Rather than have this, it was better to compromise frame rate and require a 
header to be added to the video data. Now, the client will not convert and display frame data 
unless the data begins with the "video" header. 
To raise the frame rate back to a reasonable level the SDK's video functions were 
reexamined. Jpeg images have a smaller file size than bitmaps, which would make the 
operation of transmitting a single frame faster. By changing an argument in the SDK 
function for initializing video, frames can be stored in bitmap or jpeg format. The 
programmer is responsible for taking the raw data placed in the buffer and storing it in a 
struct. The raw data supplied in the callback function with the jpeg option was unusable. 
The SDK documentation gave no information of the arrangement of this data making it 
impossible to store it in a struct for display. This would have been a great option because the 
size of the video on the screen would have remained the same, but the amount of data would 
have been reduced. Another option for increasing the frame rate was explored. The size of 
each frame of video was reduced. This made transmission of video frames faster, which 
increased the frame rate back to a reasonable level, but the video is now smaller on the 
screen. This compromise is reasonable since the video is not as important as the actual 
picture being taken. 
Finally zoom and focus functionality were added, both using their own socket. In each case 
code was added to the client program's event handlers to send a command to the server. 
Code was added under the proper "if' statements to execute the SDK functions. As 
previously explained, the focus controls were easier to implement and zoom controls were 
more complex. After adding the code to the client to send the zoom command the client's 
event handler also sent to the server the slider control's current position. The code added in 
the server program does the same calculations as before and resets the zoom. 
Because care was taken to put video operations on a separate thread, the user is able to take 
pictures while looking at video. The user may also modify the zoom and focus and see the 
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I 
changes reflected in the video. But these threads caused many problems in attempting to 
make the programs close. If the threads are not terminated properly then the programs 
cannot exit. Many attempts were made at properly terminating the threads before they were 
finally successful. 
3.3.4 Mounting 
Velcro was used to attach the laptop to ODIS. The picture below shows the appropriate 
positioning of the laptop and camera on ODIS. The camera was attached using plastic wire. 
For the purpose of taking pictures, the cover of ODIS had to be removed. We managed to 
obtain a server laptop small enough in height to fit snuggly on top of ODIS as seen below 
even with the protective plastic in place. In the future, a hole will be cut in the plastic cover 
of ODIS to allow for the camera to take pictures of the underneath of vehicles while still 
protecting the sensitive materials inside ODIS from damage. 
Figure 11. Camera and laptop orientation when mounted on ODIS. 
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4 CONCLUSION 
The goal of this project was to design a "Vision Sensor Brick", which is now complete. 
Adding the digital camera for high-resolution still picture capabilities on ODIS solved the 
low-resolution images issue, incorporated the possibility to save data for future reference, 
and enabled zoom to view small areas. Future groups can work on adding more functionality 
for better control of the brick. Other optional upgrades they may consider implementing are 
creating a more efficient power supply such as additional battery packs being stacked to 
extend the life of the sensor brick. A PDA with XP should become more cost efficient in the 
future and allow for a small enclosed sensor brick which we initially desired. Wireless USB 
control for the digital camera would also be a great alternative when it becomes available. 
Although a solution to the wirelessly controlled digital still camera problem was found, it is 
by no means a completely finished product. 
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6 Appendix 
6.1 Budget 
Item Retail Price Previously Owned? 
Cannon PowerShot A80 $399 No 
SDK FREE No 
Laptop (2) $1,500 each Yes 
AA Batteries (4) $1.00 each Yes 
Microsoft Visual Studio rm Yes 
Total: $3,428 
IRIS Paid: $399 
6.2 Camera Specifications 
CAMERA RESOLUTION ZOOM Focus SIZE PRICe: 
Casio Exilim 3.2 Mega Pixels 3X optical 87(w)x 
EX-Z3 4X digital 2.3 in. up 57(h)x $399 
22.9(d) 
mm 
Casio Exilim 2 Mega Pixels 88(w)x 
EX-S2 4X digital 39.37 in. 55(h)x $249.99 
up 12.4(d) 
mm 
Concord eyeQ 2.0 Mega Pixels 86(w)x $199.99 
Bluetooth 4X digital 25.59 in. 61(h)x 
Digital up 32.5(d) 
Camera mm 
Canon A-80 4 Mega Pixels 3X 
Optical 
3.6X 
Digital 
2in.up 
103.1(w)x 
64.4(h)x 
34.7(d)mnl 
$399 
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